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Abstract

Dialogue response selection models typically001
predict an appropriate response relying on the002
context-response content similarity. However,003
the selection model with over-reliance only on004
superficial features is vulnerable to adversar-005
ial responses that are semantically similar but006
irrelevant to dialogue context. Recent studies007
have shown that leveraging these adversarial008
responses as negative training samples is useful009
for improving the robustness of the selection010
model. Nevertheless, existing methods often011
require further fine-tuning for data creation or012
have limited scalability. To overcome these013
limitations, this paper proposes a simple but ef-014
fective method for generating adversarial nega-015
tive responses leveraging a large-scale language016
model. Our method can generate realistic nega-017
tive responses only with a few human-written018
examples and a prompt designed to optimize019
generation quality. Experimental results on the020
dialogue selection task show that our method021
outperforms existing methods for creating neg-022
ative responses. Synthetic quality analyses and023
ablation studies prove that our method is scal-024
able and can generate high-quality negative re-025
sponses. These results suggest that our method026
can be an effective alternative to human anno-027
tators in generating adversarial responses.028

1 Introduction029

Dialogue response selection models aim to predict030

the most appropriate response among multiple can-031

didates for a given dialogue context (Zhou et al.,032

2018; Wu et al., 2019). The selection model is usu-033

ally trained with the dialogue dataset consisting of a034

relevant response (positive) and randomly selected035

irrelevant responses (negatives), but such a model036

generally poses the following problems. First, ran-037

domly selected negatives are often too easy to dis-038

tinguish because they are totally irrelevant to the039

dialogue context (Li et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2020).040

In this case, the model is more likely to predict the041

response only by relying on the superficial content042

Dialogue Context

Positive Response
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Negative Responses (generated)

Negative Response
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Few Human-written examples

Training Response Selection Model
with generated negative responses

Original Training Sample

Yes! What would you like me to translate?

Can you help me to translate these 
sentences into German?

I can speak German, but can't speak French.

How well can you speak them?

I can speak French and German.

How many languages can you speak?

I speak three languages, but my 
English is poor.

Can you give me a quick translation 
of everything? It's urgent.

I am going on a trip to Germany 
next month

Figure 1: A conceptual pipeline of prompt-based nega-
tive response generation.

similarity of the context-response pairs (Yuan et al., 043

2019; Sai et al., 2020; Whang et al., 2021). These 044

models are vulnerable to irrelevant responses which 045

have high content similarity to the dialogue context 046

in real-world scenarios. Second, random sampling 047

can select a relevant response to a given dialogue 048

context as a negative (Gupta et al., 2021). Such a 049

false negative inherent in the training dataset pre- 050

vents the correct prediction of the selection model, 051

causing performance degradation. 052

To mitigate this problem, recent studies have pro- 053

posed various methods to create and leverage adver- 054

sarial negative training samples so that the selection 055

model can learn features beyond content similar- 056

ity (Srivastava et al., 2020; Kaushik et al., 2021). 057

In particular, synthesizing methods can improve 058

the robustness and generalization of the model by 059

collecting synthetic samples besides the prepared 060

dataset (Ebrahimi et al., 2018; Alzantot et al., 2018; 061

Zhang et al., 2019; Qiu et al., 2021; Gupta et al., 062

2021). However, the existing methods can still syn- 063

thesize negative responses that are grammatically 064

incorrect or easily distinguished from the positive 065

responses. They also usually require additional 066

fine-tuning for generating negative responses. The 067

most reliable approach is to collect human-written 068
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adversarial negatives (Sai et al., 2020), but it is069

costly, time-consuming, and difficult to create a070

large-scale dataset. To overcome such limitations,071

we can consider large-scale language models as an072

efficient alternative to human annotators. For ex-073

ample, GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) can effectively074

augment fluent text data in multiple NLP tasks075

without fine-tuning using prompt-based in-context076

learning (Yoo et al., 2021; Schick and Schütze,077

2021b). This method requires a natural language-078

based prompt consisting of a task description and a079

few examples, and the prompt should be designed080

sensitively to ensure the quality of the generated081

samples (Reynolds and McDonell, 2021).082

In this paper, we propose PNEG, a Prompt-based083

NEgative response Generation method leveraging084

a large-scale language model (Figure 1). Since085

the negative response generation task contradicts086

the more general dialogue task of generating rele-087

vant responses, we need to elaborately design the088

prompts to ensure the quality of generated negative089

responses. As a result, our method can effectively090

generate adversarial negative responses using a few091

human-written samples and an optimized prompt.092

Experimental results on the dialogue response se-093

lection task show that negative responses generated094

by PNEG are more effective in training robust se-095

lection models than responses generated by other096

methods. We then conduct quality evaluation and097

ablation studies to analyze the validity of PNEG.098

Our method can efficiently produce high-quality099

negative responses with only a few human-written100

samples. Our contributions are as follows:101

• We propose PNEG, a Prompt-based NEgative102

response Generation method for robust dia-103

logue response selection models.104

• Our method can generate adversarial negative105

responses only with a few human-written ex-106

amples and well-designed prompt.107

• We show that our method outperforms strong108

baselines across multiple datasets and model109

architectures on the response selection task.110

2 Related Work111

Negative Response Creation Recently, several112

studies including the dialogue domain have pro-113

posed various negative sample creation methods114

for training robust and better retrieval model. Li115

et al. (2019) proposed an adaptive negative sam-116

pling method that selects a negative response based117

on similarity with a positive response. Gupta et al. 118

(2021) introduced synthesizing methods based on 119

masked language modeling or keyword-based gen- 120

eration to automatically create negative responses 121

that have high contents similarity with a dialogue 122

context. Similarly, Qiu et al. (2021) employed Di- 123

aloGPT (Zhang et al., 2020b) to construct more 124

challenging negative responses by providing gar- 125

bled context. Sai et al. (2020) proposed a large- 126

scale dialogue dataset including multiple positive 127

and adversarial negative responses written by hu- 128

man annotators. Such human-written samples are 129

the most reliable, but due to their lack of scalability 130

to large-scale data, various synthesizing methods 131

can be a scalable alternative. In this respect, we 132

present an efficient synthesizing method utilizing 133

human-written examples and the linguistic capabil- 134

ities of large-scale language models. 135

Large-scale Language Models There has been 136

grown attention in a prompt-based in-context 137

learning paradigm with pre-trained language mod- 138

els (Shin et al., 2020; Jiang et al., 2020; Schick 139

and Schütze, 2021a,c; Zhao et al., 2021). These 140

studies have shown that the prompts written in nat- 141

ural language can be used to guide models to bet- 142

ter understand a target task. In particular, mega- 143

scale language models such as GPT-3 (Brown et al., 144

2020) achieve superior performance on zero- and 145

few-shot tasks by in-context learning, even without 146

parameter updates through fine-tuning. Yoo et al. 147

(2021) proposed a data augmentation method that 148

leverages GPT-3 to create realistic training samples 149

for six sentence classification tasks. We extend this 150

method to the dialogue domain by generating nega- 151

tive responses that are utilized for robust training 152

of the dialogue response selection model. 153

3 PNEG: Prompt-based NEgative 154

response Generation 155

Large-scale language models such as GPT- 156

3 (Brown et al., 2020) can augment fluent text 157

samples by using natural language prompts and 158

in-context examples (Yoo et al., 2021; Schick and 159

Schütze, 2021b). By extending these studies to 160

the dialogue domain, we propose PNEG, a Prompt- 161

based NEgative response Generation method for 162

robust response selection models. 163

Our method consists of three steps: (1) selecting 164

examples from dialogue dataset, (2) constructing 165

a prompt containing selected examples and target 166

dialogue context, and (3) generating adversarial 167
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negative responses with a constructed prompt. The168

generated negative responses are used for the train-169

ing of response selection models.170

3.1 Example Selection171

We first sample a total k dialogue examples from172

the dialogue dataset De to construct a prompt for173

in-context learning of GPT-3 with k-shot setting (A174

in Figure 2). The dialogue dataset consists of a175

dialogue context, an positive response, and multiple176

human-written negative responses. We uniformly177

sampled examples from the dialogue dataset. The178

context and human-written negative responses are179

used in the following prompt construction step.180

3.2 Prompt Construction181

Inspired by related studies (Reynolds and Mc-182

Donell, 2021; Zhao et al., 2021; Yoo et al., 2021),183

we propose a prompt P that is designed to perform184

our target task. Our prompt is based on a template,185

k number of examples, and the target dialogue con-186

text ct that we aim to generate multiple negative187

responses. The template consists of three compo-188

nents to clarify the role of each example and target189

context: (1) a task instruction I written in natural190

language, (2) an enumerator to receive each utter-191

ance from examples and the target context, and (3)192

a separator to separate each example or dialogue193

context in the prompt. The details of each compo-194

nent in the prompt template are as follows:195

1. Task instruction: The task instruction I is196

used to explicitly guide GPT-3 to generate197

synthetic negative responses. The task instruc-198

tion is located between the dialogue context199

and the negative responses of each example,200

and is located after the target context.201

2. Enumerator: The enumerator indicates the202

location of each utterance in sampled exam-203

ples and the target context on the prompt tem-204

plate. Specifically, The context enumerator205

for utterances from dialogue contexts is the206

repetition of two speaker information (A: and207

B:). The response enumerator for the negative208

responses starts with 1. and increases by one209

to indicate each response. Besides indicating210

the utterances from examples and the target211

context, the enumerator also plays a role in212

constraining the generation of GPT-3 to suit213

the task goal (Reynolds and McDonell, 2021).214

For instance, PNEG can generate the desired215

Create five irrelevant responses containing 
keywords of the given dialogue context:

###
Dialogue context:
”””
A:  Yes, it’s the same every day …
B:  I’ll look forward to that, I can’t stand…
”””

Create five irrelevant responses containing 
keywords of the given dialogue context:
1. 

{ other examples }

     I'm seriously worried about my …
2. I like my boss. She takes all effort …
3. I had a great weekend with …
4. I got a new puppy on Christmas Eve ..
5. I want to get a dog as birthday gift ...

1.  I thought that the flight ticket ...
2.  Actually I was looking forward to...
3.  Yes, I bought all the document …
4.  I use my mobile banking app …
5.  I thought there might be a quite ...

Create five irrelevant responses containing 
keywords of the given dialogue context:
1. 

###
Dialogue context:
”””
A:  We have been over this hundred ...
B:  Why not? Just a cute little puppy ...
”””

Prompt Construction Prompt-based Negative 
Response Generation

Start
Separator

Context
Enumerator

Task
Instruction

Response
Enumerator

Context
Separator

...

Language Model (e.g., GPT-3)

...

Example Selection   Dialogue Dataset (    )

= Example Dialogue Context = Human-written Negative Responses

= Target Dialogue Context = GPT generated Negative Responses

A

B C

...
...

###
Dialogue context:
”””
A:  We have been over this a hundred ...
B:  Why not? Just a cute little puppy ...
”””

Figure 2: Overall pipeline of PNEG.

number of negative responses at once by using 216

the response enumerator to count the negative 217

responses of sampled examples in the prompt. 218

3. Separator: The role of the separator is to 219

separate different components in the prompt. 220

Two types of separators are used: (1) The start 221

separator to specify the beginning of every dia- 222

logue, and (2) The context separator to specify 223

the start and end of each dialogue context. 224

The examples and target contexts are added to 225

the designated location of the template for prompt 226

construction. Note that the target context is located 227

at the last enumeration in the template. The con- 228

structed prompt is given as an input of GPT-3. 229

3.3 Prompt-based Negative Response 230

Generation 231

GPT-3 gets our prompt as an input and gener- 232

ates new negative responses following the input 233

prompt (C in Figure 2). At this time, the examples 234

within the prompt encourage the language model to 235

generate negative responses of similar patterns to 236

the human-written negative responses, which indi- 237

rectly explain the task. The task instruction directly 238

guides the model to understand the target task and 239

the relationship between a dialogue context and 240

corresponding negative responses in the examples. 241

The generated responses are used for the training 242

of response selection models. 243
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4 Prompt Optimization244

This section introduces our prompt optimization245

process. The response selection models trained246

with randomly sampled negatives tend to predict247

high scores to responses with high content similar-248

ity with the context, and often ignore other features249

required to determine the appropriateness and con-250

sistency of responses (Gupta et al., 2021). Thus,251

we aim to generate adversarial negative responses252

that have high content similarities, but are irrel-253

evant to the dialogue context. Since large-scale254

language models are generally pre-trained to gen-255

erate relevant responses to a given context, they256

are familiar with generating relevant responses. In257

order to generate accurate negative responses, the258

prompt should be carefully designed to minimize259

the generation of relevant responses considered as260

false negatives. Accordingly, we set an optimiza-261

tion goal of prompt design in PNEG as follows:262

(1) minimizing false-negative generation and (2)263

maximizing adversarial negative generation.264

We conduct iterative preliminary studies to de-265

termine the specifications of the prompt template266

which enables PNEG to achieve our optimization267

goal. As a result, we notice that the quality of gen-268

erated negative responses is sensitive to the speci-269

fication of task instruction or the number of exam-270

ples in the prompt. To confirm our hypothesis, we271

analyze the performance of the downstream task272

according to prompt changes of PNEG (§6.3) and273

then determine the optimized specification of the274

prompt as follows.275

Sufficient Examples Unlike other NLP tasks that276

show potential in zero-shot settings (e.g., neural277

machine translation), the negative response genera-278

tion task increases the frequency of false-negative279

generation if in-context examples are not suffi-280

ciently provided. Although the contamination ef-281

fect (e.g., word overlap) by examples may hin-282

der the diversity of generated sentences (§6.3.2),283

in-context examples can be effectively used to284

achieve goals especially in non-typical tasks such285

as a negative response generation task. Depending286

on the analysis results for the number of exam-287

ples (§6.3.2), we use two examples (k = 2) for the288

best performance.289

Direct Task Instruction We observe that the gen-290

eration quality is seriously affected by the type or291

abstraction level of the task instruction. Inspired by292

related works (Gupta et al., 2021; Reynolds and Mc-293

Donell, 2021), we assume that providing a positive 294

response or having a high abstraction level will af- 295

fect the quality and diversity of generated negatives, 296

respectively. Thus, we design and evaluate several 297

types of task instruction (§6.3.3). According to the 298

results, the direct task instruction is generally effec- 299

tive, while the instructions that may be ambiguous 300

or misinterpreted are vulnerable to a false-negative 301

generation. The optimized instruction is: "Create 302

five irrelevant responses containing keywords of 303

the given dialogue context:". 304

5 Experimental Setup 305

5.1 Dialogue Response Selection Task 306

We evaluate our method and baselines on the dia- 307

logue response selection task. For the experiments, 308

we train the selection model with candidate re- 309

sponses that have 1 positive response and 10 differ- 310

ent negative responses per context. Five negative 311

responses are randomly sampled responses and the 312

other five negative responses are created by differ- 313

ent methods that are described in §5.3. We report 314

the R@1 and mean reciprocal rank (MRR) score of 315

each selection model. The random and adversarial 316

test datasets are used for evaluation, and the total 317

number of candidate responses for each context is 318

fixed to 6 in test datasets. 319

5.2 Datasets 320

DailyDialog++ We use the DailyDialog++ (Sai 321

et al., 2020) dataset for our overall experiments. 322

This dataset consists of 16900, 1028, and 1142 323

dialogue contexts in training, validation, and test 324

datasets, respectively. Since only the subset of 325

9259 contexts in the training dataset contains ad- 326

versarial responses, we use them as our training 327

dataset. Each context has five adversarially curated 328

negative responses written by human annotators. 329

Especially, the responses are created to have a high 330

content similarity with the context. The dataset con- 331

tains random and human-written adversarial test 332

datasets with different negative response types, and 333

both datasets contain a positive response and five 334

negative responses for each context. In our exper- 335

iment, we add a PNEG test dataset that contains 336

PNEG generated negative responses. 337

PersonaChat We also use the PersonaChat 338

dataset (Zhang et al., 2018) on the response se- 339

lection task. The PersonaChat dataset consists 340

of 8938, 1000, and 968 dialogue conversations in 341
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training, validation, and test datasets, respectively.342

We use 8938 contexts for training, and concatenate343

the persona sentences in front of the context. Since344

there are no human-written adversarial negative re-345

sponses in this dataset, we create an adversarial test346

dataset by sampling one response from the context347

and including it in the candidate responses follow-348

ing Gupta et al. (2021) and Whang et al. (2021).349

5.3 Baselines350

We compare our approach with the following base-351

lines that create negative responses. Every gener-352

ated negative response from each method is used353

to train response selection models in §5.4.354

Random Randomly sampled responses from355

other dialogue context.356

BM25 (Karpukhin et al., 2020) Retrieved re-357

sponses from BM25 (Robertson and Zaragoza,358

2009) algorithm based on similarity with a dia-359

logue context. In this work, we use the retrieved360

responses released by Gupta et al. (2021).361

Semi-hard (Li et al., 2019) Retrieved responses362

from training dataset based on their similarity363

between positive response with a marin of α.364

We perform a static sampling using sentence-365

BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) with α as366

0.07 following Gupta et al. (2021).367

Mask-and-fill (Gupta et al., 2021) This method368

first randomly masks the words in a answer re-369

sponse, and infill them using masked language370

modeling conditioned on a random context.371

Key-sem (Gupta et al., 2021) This method gen-372

erates new responses conditioned on keywords in373

the context using GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019).374

Human (Sai et al., 2020) Human-written adver-375

sarial responses in DailyDialog++ dataset.376

PNEG (Ours) GPT-3 generated adversarial nega-377

tive responses by using our method, PNEG.378

5.4 Models379

We train dialogue selection models with different380

negative responses described in Section 5.3. The381

models are based on cross-encoder architecture,382

and three different pre-trained language models383

are used in experiments: 1) BERT (Devlin et al.,384

2019), 2) RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), and 3) ELEC-385

TRA (Clark et al., 2019). For training of selec-386

tion models, we predict the score of each context-387

response pair for every responses in a candidate 388

responses and use cross entropy loss to maximize 389

the score of the context-positive response pair. 390

5.5 Implementation Details 391

The inference on GPT-3 was carried out via the 392

Open AI API Beta Access program. We used the 393

largest GPT-3 model, davinci. Using the model, 394

generating negative responses for the 9259 dia- 395

logue dataset takes an average of $360 and 11 396

hours. The inference time can be shortened through 397

parallel processing. Each inference consumes an 398

average of 600 tokens. For the balance between 399

diversity and quality of synthetic samples from our 400

method, PNEG, we set the temperature to 0.8 and 401

both frequency penalty and presence penalty to 0.4. 402

We use the pre-trained language models1 re- 403

leased by Wolf et al. (2018) for experiments. We 404

use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) 405

with an initial learning rate as 2e-5, and set the 406

maximum epochs to 3. We use the validation loss 407

after each epoch to select the best model. The ran- 408

dom seed is fixed, and the batch size is set to 16 409

per GPU on machines with 2 Nvidia TITAN RTX 410

GPUs. 411

6 Experiments 412

In this section, we compare the performance of 413

PNEG with the baselines on the dialogue response 414

selection task (§ 6.1). Then we conduct quality 415

evaluation and ablation studies (§ 6.2 and 6.3) on 416

the DailyDialog++. 417

6.1 Performance on Response Selection Task 418

Response Selection Task on DailyDialog++ We 419

compare the performance of our method with the 420

baselines for the dialogue response selection task 421

(Table 1). We first notice that PNEG shows the high- 422

est performance among dialogue response selection 423

models trained with synthetic negative responses 424

in the adversarial test datasets. This tendency is 425

consistent in three different pre-trained language 426

models. Although Semi-hard or other baselines 427

often perform better than PNEG in the random test 428

dataset, PNEG shows similar performance to human 429

baseline in the mean of random and adversarial test 430

datasets. These results suggest that our method 431

can be an effective alternative to human annotators 432

for collecting adversarial negative samples. As we 433

1bert-base-uncased, roberta-base and
google/electra-base-discriminator are used.

5

bert-base-uncased
roberta-base
google/electra-base-discriminator


Model Approach Test Set Mean
Random Adversarial PNEG Rand + Adv. All

R@1 MRR R@1 MRR R@1 MRR R@1 MRR R@1 MRR
RoBERTa Random 0.879 0.932 0.658 0.797 0.599 0.749 0.768 0.865 0.712 0.826

BM25 0.879 0.932 0.865 0.920 0.807 0.884 0.872 0.926 0.850 0.912
Semi-hard 0.892 0.937 0.660 0.797 0.592 0.747 0.776 0.867 0.715 0.827
Key-sem 0.889 0.937 0.868 0.924 0.775 0.865 0.879 0.931 0.844 0.909
Mask-and-fill 0.873 0.927 0.868 0.922 0.806 0.884 0.871 0.925 0.849 0.911
PNEG (Ours) 0.882 0.933 0.942 0.967 0.907 0.947 0.912 0.950 0.911 0.949
Human 0.891 0.938 0.955 0.975 0.830 0.900 0.923 0.956 0.892 0.938

ELECTRA Random 0.893 0.941 0.705 0.823 0.623 0.764 0.799 0.882 0.740 0.842
BM25 0.853 0.916 0.900 0.940 0.839 0.904 0.877 0.928 0.864 0.920
Semi-hard 0.908 0.949 0.730 0.840 0.632 0.772 0.819 0.894 0.757 0.853
Key-sem 0.895 0.940 0.869 0.929 0.787 0.876 0.882 0.935 0.850 0.915
Mask-and-fill 0.895 0.941 0.877 0.923 0.819 0.885 0.886 0.932 0.863 0.916
PNEG (Ours) 0.873 0.928 0.951 0.972 0.898 0.942 0.912 0.950 0.907 0.947
Human 0.896 0.941 0.967 0.982 0.851 0.914 0.931 0.961 0.905 0.946

BERT Random 0.865 0.923 0.674 0.806 0.612 0.760 0.770 0.865 0.717 0.830
BM25 0.845 0.911 0.857 0.915 0.795 0.877 0.851 0.913 0.833 0.901
Semi-hard 0.881 0.934 0.672 0.804 0.607 0.757 0.777 0.869 0.720 0.832
Key-sem 0.864 0.923 0.842 0.909 0.762 0.857 0.853 0.916 0.822 0.897
Mask-and-fill 0.869 0.926 0.856 0.916 0.776 0.867 0.862 0.921 0.834 0.903
PNEG (Ours) 0.867 0.924 0.937 0.964 0.892 0.938 0.902 0.944 0.899 0.942
Human 0.870 0.926 0.954 0.974 0.823 0.897 0.912 0.950 0.882 0.932

Table 1: Performance in the dialogue response selection task on Random, Adversarial, and PNEG test sets based
on the DailyDialog++ dataset. We also report mean performance (Mean) of multiple test sets. We repeated the
experiments three times with different random seeds and report the average performance. Among the methods
except for human baseline, the best result is shown in bold, and the second-highest result is underlined.

Approach Test Set Mean
Random Adversarial Rand + Adv.

Random 0.815 0.316 0.566
Semi-hard 0.814 0.338 0.576
BM25 0.718 0.637 0.678
PNEG (Ours) 0.774 0.684 0.729

Table 2: Performance of BERT models in the dialogue
response selection task on the PersonaChat dataset. We
repeated the experiments three times with different ran-
dom seeds and report the average performance.

mentioned, the robustness of the models to the ad-434

versarial test dataset does not always lead to the ran-435

dom test dataset. We speculate that these results are436

due to data distribution shifts according to different437

negative response sampling strategies (Penha and438

Hauff, 2021). The examples of negative responses439

generated by each method are provided in Table 3.440

Response Selection Task on PersonaChat We441

also compare our method with the baselines for442

the response selection task on the PersonaChat443

(Table 2). Although PNEG generates negative re-444

sponses using human-written examples from Daily-445

Dialog++, it shows better performance than other446

baselines in the adversarial test dataset. Such re-447

sults prove the scalability of PNEG across multiple448

Random Semi-hard Key-sem Mask-and-fill PNEG
(ours)

Human Positive

Method

0.2

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Sc
or

e

Selection Model
Sentence-BERT

Figure 3: Box plot of prediction scores (blue) and sim-
ilarity score (orange) for each type of response. The
prediction scores are linearly normalized into the [0,1].

dialogue datasets. We can expect higher perfor- 449

mance of our method by collecting more suitable 450

adversarial negative responses for each dataset. 451

6.2 Synthetic Dataset Quality 452

We conduct an automatic and human evaluation to 453

verify the quality of generated responses. 454

6.2.1 Automatic Evaluation 455

We first automatically evaluate the quality of neg- 456

ative responses with predictive scores of the re- 457
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A: I am sorry to tell you that you failed in the job interview in our company.
Context B: It is tough to accept it, I mean. But can you tell me why?

A: It is hard to tell. Maybe it is because you’re not resourceful enough to be a manager.
1. No, that is not quite what i was thinking. What can you tell me?

Mask-and-fill 2. Can you tell me why do you want to get a taste for that?
3. It is hard to tell. Get used to this kind of weather.
1. If you spend most of your time on the phone, then you are certainly not unemployed.

PNEG 2. It is hard to tell the difference between our company’s products and those of my friend’s company.
(Ours) 3. I have tried to keep track of cross-cultural communication skills through the internet.

1. Are you sorry for yourself for not being resourceful?
Human 2. It is tough to accept that I should attend the meeting without having lunch in the afternoon.

3. Tomorrow there is a job interview in Titan company.

Table 3: Examples of negative responses of three methods. The dialogue context is from DailyDialog++ dataset.
The full results by each method are available at Appendix C.

Approach Rand neg Hard neg False neg
Mask-and-fill 56.6% 41.0% 2.4%
PNEG (Ours) 43.6% 52.2% 4.2%
Human 47.4% 51.2% 1.4%

Table 4: Human evaluation results to verify the quality
of synthetic adversarial negative responses.

sponse selection model and context-response sim-458

ilarity model. We assume that the higher the pre-459

diction score of the neural dialogue model for the460

adversarial negative response, the more effective it461

is for the robust training of the selection model. To462

this end, we first divide the training dataset of Dai-463

lyDialog++ dataset by 8:2 and use it as a training464

and test dataset, respectively. Then we train the re-465

sponse selection model using BERT with randomly466

sampled negatives. For context-response similarity467

model, We use a pre-trained Sentence-BERT. The468

evaluation results are shown in Figure 3, and the469

statistics of the scores are provided in Appendix F.470

In both models, the prediction score for negative471

responses generated by PNEG is higher on aver-472

age than for negative responses from other meth-473

ods. In particular, the difference is more evident474

in the selection model, suggesting that PNEG can475

produce more effective adversarial responses that476

are confused with the relevant response. Although477

Semi-hard samples negative responses using sim-478

ilarity scores from Sentence-BERT, the negative479

responses have lower scores than other methods480

because the sampling pool is limited.481

6.2.2 Human Evaluation482

In this experiment, we evaluate adversarial negative483

responses from the human point of view. We ran-484

domly sampled 100 data consisting of a dialogue485

context and 5 negative responses from three dif-486

ferent method (Mask-and-fill, PNEG, and Human)487

which are selected according to the performance488

on the dialogue response selection tasks. Each re-489

Sub. (%) |De| Test Set Mean
Random Adv Rand + Adv

0.1 +REUSE 9+α 0.852 0.899 0.876
0.1 9 0.843 0.938 0.891
1 93 0.845 0.936 0.891
10 926 0.852 0.936 0.894
100 (PNEG) 9259 0.877 0.941 0.909

Table 5: Ablation study on the size of dataset De

containing examples used to construct prompts of
our method. We compare the 10%, 1%, 0.1%, and
0.1%+REUSE of the De.

sponse is evaluated by three human annotators2. 490

Human annotators classify the type of each neg- 491

ative response as random, hard, and false nega- 492

tive according to the review criteria described in 493

the DailyDialog++. The evaluation results are re- 494

ported by a majority vote3 on the three annotators. 495

Table 4 shows the human evaluation results. Our 496

PNEG has a slightly higher false negative ratio than 497

Mask-and-fill, but shows the highest hard nega- 498

tive ratio. We also notice that our method cannot 499

fully control the false negative generation. In fu- 500

ture work, we may consider soft labeling (Wu et al., 501

2018; Chen et al., 2020) or label smoothing (Müller 502

et al., 2019) techniques to alleviate this problem. 503

6.3 Ablation Studies 504

In this section, we conduct ablation studies and in- 505

depth analysis of PNEG. The examples generated 506

in each experiment are provided in Appendix D. 507

6.3.1 Size of Example Dataset (De) 508

We study the effect of the size of the dataset De 509

containing examples used in prompts configuration 510

2We recruited a total of 9 human annotators (6 males and
3 females) for the human evaluation. The evaluation takes up
to an hour and a half.

3The type of each data is basically determined by a major-
ity, and if the evaluation result is a tie, such data is determined
to be a random negative type.
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k Test Set Mean
Random Adv Rand + Adv

0 0.799 0.841 0.820
1 0.856 0.893 0.875
2 (PNEG) 0.859 0.928 0.894

Table 6: Ablation study on the number of examples k
in the prompts of our method. (k = 0, 1, and 2)

k position Jaccard Length Correlation
(pos/k) Similarity Pearson Spearman

1 1/1 0.046 0.376 0.351
2 1/2 0.031 0.154 0.174
2 2/2 0.035 0.339 0.293
2 all 0.041 0.342 0.324

Table 7: Correlation of generated negative responses
in our method with the few-shot examples (k>0). We
measure the Jacquard similarity and length correlation
between the example and the generated response.

on the performance of the selection model. As511

shown in Table 5, even if the size of De becomes512

extremely small (e.g., 0.1%), the performance of513

the adversarial test dataset hardly decreases. We514

conclude that our method can generate high-quality515

negative responses by collecting only a small num-516

ber of real examples. To increase the diversity of517

examples, we further try +REUSE, which contin-518

uously adds the negative responses generated by519

PNEG to De. However, the 0.1%+REUSE has a520

significant performance drop in the adversarial test521

dataset. These results support our finding that ex-522

ample quality is more important than diversity to523

optimize the quality of the generated negative re-524

sponses. In actual examples in Appendix D, the525

PNEG seems to generate adversarial negative re-526

sponses well even when the size of De decreases.527

6.3.2 Number of Examples (k)528

We analyze the effect of the number of examples k529

in the prompts of our method on the response selec-530

tion model. The results are in Table 6. Our method531

has the highest performance when using two ex-532

amples (k=2), but using one example (k=1) also533

can be a reasonable alternative. The performance534

of prompts without examples (k=0) is rapidly de-535

graded due to frequent occurrence or false-negative536

generation. These results show that it is important537

to provide an adequate number of examples to min-538

imize the occurrence of false-negative responses.539

We also measured the Jaccard similarity and540

length correlation between generated responses and541

each example in the prompt to qualitatively ana-542

lyze the effect of the example on the generated543

Type k Test Set Mean
Random Adv Rand + Adv

I_dir 2 0.877 0.941 0.909
I_pos 2 0.857 0.940 0.898
I_imp 0 0.788 0.800 0.796

Table 8: Ablation studies on task instruction changes in
the prompt of PNEG. The Ipos and the Ipneg are follows
2-shot setting, and the Iimp follows zero-shot setting.

responses. As shown in Table 7, the Jaccard similar- 544

ity and length correlation coefficient are measured 545

higher when k=1 than when k=2, and the generated 546

responses are more affected by the closer example. 547

Such contamination effect can increase the effec- 548

tiveness of the in-context example as guidance of 549

the task, but it can also limit the diversity. 550

6.3.3 Task Instruction Type (I) 551

We compare the performance of PNEG according 552

to the change in specifications of the task instruc- 553

tion. We design the following three task instruction 554

types: (1) direct task instruction (Idir), (2) direct 555

task instruction with a relevant response (Ipos), and 556

(3) implicit task instruction (Iimp). We expect that 557

Ipos can generate more challenging negatives by re- 558

ferring to the relevant response, and Iimp can gener- 559

ate diverse responses due to the reduced constraints 560

in the prompt. As shown in Table 8, Ipos show 561

lower performance than Idir in the random test 562

dataset, and we infer that the relevant response may 563

negatively affect the quality of generated responses. 564

Because Iimp is vulnerable to false-negative gener- 565

ation, it has the lowest performance in both random 566

and adversarial test datasets. 567

7 Conclusion 568

This paper proposed PNEG, a prompt-based ad- 569

versarial negative response generation method for 570

training more robust dialogue response selection 571

models. Our extensive experiments on dialogue re- 572

sponse selection tasks show that negative responses 573

generated by PNEG can improve the robustness of 574

the selection models. Our method performs surpris- 575

ingly well even when only a few human-written 576

samples are available, suggesting that our method 577

can be an efficient alternative to human annotators 578

for generating adversarial negative responses. In fu- 579

ture work, we are planning to extend our method to 580

other open-domain dialogue tasks, such as dialogue 581

context or relevant response augmentation. 582
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A Prompts used in PNEG858

The optimized PNEG prompt is as follows:859

860

###861

Dialogue context:862

"""863

A: How about taking the damaged portion at a lower price?864

B: What kind of price did you want?865

A: I was thinking of 30% off.866

"""867

Create five irrelevant responses containing keywords of the given dialogue context:868

1. I have not completed the portions of the children, ...869

2. Shall I inquire about the price of the plane tickets ...870

3. I have been thinking up new ways of supplying money ...871

4. My car roof was not damaged in the accident.872

5. I purchased a different kind of dress in the shopping mall ...873

###874

Dialogue context:875

"""876

A: No, but that was a random change of subject.877

B: It may have been random, but have you?878

A: I haven’t lately.879

"""880

Create five irrelevant responses containing keywords of the given dialogue context:881

1. Yeah, Our society is annoying. They keep on changing ...882

2. I am not sure which subject I am going to take. Lately, ...883

3. I don’t know that day Prof. Lesley was randomly picking up ...884

4. Today In college some random guy came and started talking ...885

5. Have you seen Tina lately? I am feeling weird as ...886

###887

Dialogue context:888

"""889

A: Paul, a company called me for an interview.890

B: That’s great! You need to prepare for it.891

A: How?892

"""893

Create five irrelevant responses containing keywords of the given dialogue context:894

1.895

896

Then, GPT-3 generate following negative responses:897

898

I don’t know how to handle an interview.899

2. How could I prepare for the interview?900

3. To be honest man, I don’t know what to say.901

4. You are probably thinking that I could not do well in the interview, right?902

5. Did you remember to register for the interview?903

904

This prompt is particularly sensitive to the task instruction. For example, GPT-3 generates emo-905

tionally negative responses when the word "irrelevant" in the task description is changed to "negative". In906

addition, if we remove "containing keywords of -" from the task instruction, the generation quality of907

GPT-3 is degraded.908
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A: I am sorry to tell you that you failed in the job interview in our company.
Context B: It is tough to accept it, I mean. But can you tell me why?

A: It is hard to tell. Maybe it is because you’re not resourceful enough to be a manager.
1. Well what can I say! I am speechless, anyways thanks for calling.
2. The interview was quite good, I answered everything I was asked for, and so what seems to be ...

Positive 3. Well I was confident! It is really shocking that I couldn’t clear it.
4. But why! What is the matter? My performance was good.
5. Anyways never mind, I will keep on trying, thank you for your information.
1. Yogurt can be incredibly healthy. Unfortunately, most yogurts found in the grocery store are ...
2. Well! I was really scared; maybe I need few more lessons.

Random 3. I too don’t have any idea what they mean.
4. Okay, you can have a day off.
5. Well! Again it depends on family to family as I said to you earlier.
1. It is tough to accept it, i mean. But can you tell me why?
2. I am indeed. What can you tell me?

BM25 3. I am sorry, sir. Can you tell me your room number?
4. Can you tell me why you replied to our advertisement?
5. What’s the matter? Please tell me. Maybe i can help you.
1. It’s hard to say, but it sure was. You did a good job as a probationary employee, didn’t you?
2. No problem. The company will give me the job interview.

Key-sem 3. No, that’s better. I think we’d better do that at the least convenient time.
4. I don’t know exactly. I’ve never had any difficulty in starting a business. Why did you ask me to
come in to talk about your business?
5. Sorry, i’m not very resourceful enough to go there.", "I’m sorry. I’m too disappointed.
1. No, that is not quite what i was thinking. What can you tell me?
2. Can you tell me why do you want to get a taste for that?

Mask-and-fill 3. It is hard to tell. Get used to this kind of weather.
4. First, i am looking for a shop to fix my bathroom. It’s only the second time my water bill has been
paying the bills recently.
5. Anyways never mind giving up. I’m on my way out now, thank you for your information.
1. If you spend most of your time on the phone, then you are certainly not unemployed.
2. It is hard to tell the difference between our company’s products and those of my friend’s company.

PNEG 3. I have tried to keep track of cross-cultural communication skills through the internet.
(Ours) 4. You are so resourceful that you can work with people from all over the world.

5. My partner has no resources to go over the financial reports. I am confused why she wants to be a
part of this company again.
1. Are you sorry for yourself for not being resourceful?
2. It is tough to accept that I should attend the meeting without having lunch in the afternoon.

Human 3. Tomorrow there is a job interview in Titan company.
4. She marched into the office and demanded to speak to the manager but she failed to talk.
5. They were resourceful and talented people in our school.

Table 9: Negative response examples from various methods for a dialogue context with its positive responses. The
dialogue context and its multiple positive responses are from DailyDialog++ dataset.

B Task Instruction Type (Idir, Ipos, and Iimp) 909

The following task instructions are the detailed specification of the task instruction types used in 910

Section 6.3. 911

Idir=Create five irrelevant responses containing keywords of the given dialogue 912

context: 913

1. 914

Ipos= Relevant response: You need to know something about the company. 915

Create five irrelevant responses containing keywords of the given dialogue context: 916

1. 917

Iimp=Suddenly, B(or A) makes an awkward response. The response appears to be okay 918

at first glance, but it’s irrelevant to the conversation. 919

B (or A): 920

921

C Negative Response Sample from PNEG and other baselines 922

Table 9 shows sample negative responses from various methods and 5 human-written relevant responses 923

for a single dialogue context. 924
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A: I am sorry to tell you that you failed in the job interview in our company.
Context B: It is tough to accept it, I mean. But can you tell me why?

A: It is hard to tell. Maybe it is because you’re not resourceful enough to be a manager.
PNEG (OURS) with optimal configuration

1. If you spend most of your time on the phone, then you are certainly not unemployed.
De=100% 2. It is hard to tell the difference between our company’s products and those of my friend’s company.

k=2 3. I have tried to keep track of cross-cultural communication skills through the internet.
I=Ipneg 4. You are so resourceful that you can work with people from all over the world.

5. My partner has no resources to go over the financial reports. I am confused why she wants to be a
part of this company again.

Varying De with {10%, 1%, 0.1%, and 0.1%+REUSE}, k=2, I=Ipneg

1. We must consider the ways to reduce our expenditure.
2. We simply have to make more of an effort if we are going to succeed in the future.

De=10% 3. I already know that I want that job - what is your final offer?
4. I am scared that our luck has run out and we will never win again.
5. This is my personal opinion ."
1. I don’t know how to thank you for the kind of lesson I received from you.
2. My sister would like to study in your school next year, but she doesn’t want to leave the place.

De=1% 3. Our new teacher is rather young and pretty. What a pity that she’s married.
4. We will go on a trip this Saturday as my parent promised me.
5. I am going on a date with my boyfriend tonight, but it doesn’t seem too good as he told me that
he would ask for a break up tomorrow night.
1. I am the best and I know it. You can’t beat me.
2. I got a very good score in my English class. What’s the big deal?

De=0.1% 3. I will be back to take revenge.
4. The interview was held in the manager’s room, who is currently out of town for a business trip.
5. Tough to accept it, but I’m here to accept it with an open heart and welcome the next round
1. Please give me a raise in salary, please.
2. I think you’re an interesting manager.

De=0.1% 3. Here is the money I owe you.
+REUSE 4. I really appreciate your kindness.

5. Your answer is totally off my expectation! That’s so amazing.
Varying k with {0,1}, De=100%, I=Ipneg

1. Would you like to drink a cup of coffee together?
2. I learned the recipe for a new dish yesterday and would like to try making it.

k=1 3. Would you please give me some money now?
4. You look tired; I’ll take your job and do it myself then.
5. Do you think you could go shopping with me later? I want to know what kind of houses are ...
1. I don’t know why I failed to win the race. Maybe it is because my legs were too short. """,
2. I am sorry to tell you that you failed in the job interview in our company.

k=0 3. Well! I am stunned. That’s it? Thanks for telling me at least a reason.
4. Sir, I am sorry to tell you that you failed in the job interview in our company.
5. It is hard to tell . Maybe it is because you’re not resourceful enough to be a manager.

Varying (I ,k) with {(Ipos, 2), (Iimp, 0)}, De=100%
1. Thank God, otherwise it would have been worse.
2. What? I am not able to listen because the person next to me is shouting.

k=2 3. Oh no! can I reduce my cell phone bill by getting to hear this news?
Ipos 4. I need the electric blanket in my room to survive this winter season.

5. MHe’s probably referring to the lack of managerial skills that I have established till now.
1. I want you to think again.
2. I already have the new pair of glasses.

k=0 3. I used to be a soccer player when I was in high school.
Iimp 4. What a coincidence! How many first-class stamps do you have on hand?

5. I have never been encouraged enough to have a good start.

Table 10: Example of negative responses generated by PNEG with varying the components. De, k, and I indicates
the size of example dataset, number of examples, and task instruction type, respectively. The optimal configurations
that are used in PNEG are De=100%, k=2, and I = Ipneg .

925

D Negative Response Sample from PNEG with Changing Prompts926

Table 10 shows sample negative responses from PNEG with varying size of example dataset (De), number927

of examples in a context (k), and the task instruction type (I), following our ablation studies. Note that928

dialogue context in Table 10 is same with Table 9.929
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Approach Pred. Score Similarity
Random -2.7492.48 0.0780.09

Semi-hard -2.0512.83 0.1610.13

Mask-and-fill -1.9253.26 0.2070.17

Key-sem -1.9563.34 0.2120.17

PNEG (Ours) -0.5983.53 0.2410.20

Human -0.2793.13 0.2420.15

Positive 2.7792.25 0.2560.17

Table 11: Automatic evaluation results for response
quality. Pred. Score and Similarity indicate the pre-
dicted score of each response by selection model and the
similarity score between each response and the context
measured by Sentence-BERT, respectively. The mean
and standard deviation of each score are reported in the
meanstd. format.

E Results on Automatic Evaluation in930

Section 6.2.1931

Table 11 shows statistics on the scores of each932

model for automatic evaluation in Section 6.2.1.933

Among the negative responses, human-written re-934

sponses and our responses usually get the high935

predictive score than other negative responses. In936

terms of similarity score, our negative responses937

show high similarity with dialogue contexts. We938

speculate that the higher similarity of our responses939

with the dialogue contexts can improve the robust-940

ness of response selection models models by en-941

couraging them to learn the features beyond super-942

ficial context-response similarity.943

F Dialogue Response Evaluation Task944

We also evaluate our method and baselines in Sec-945

tion 5.3 on the dialogue response evaluation task.946

The evaluation task aims to accurately assess the947

quality of each response. The performance of an948

evaluation model is measured by the correlation949

between human-annotated quality score and model950

prediction for responses to be evaluated. Pearson951

correlation (r) and Spearman’s rank correlation co-952

efficient (ρ) were used to measure the correlation.953

As a source of human-annotated quality score,954

we leverage the three different datasets follow-955

ing Gupta et al. (2021): (1) 700 human scores956

from Zhao et al. (2020), where six different gener-957

ation model with different decoding strategies. (2)958

600 human scores from Zhao and Kawahara (2020),959

where hierarchical recurrent encoder-decoder mod-960

els are used to generate responses. (3) 187 human961

score from Gupta et al. (2021), where the quality962

of human-written answer responses and retrieved963

responses from the dialogue corpus are annotated964

Approach Pearson Spearman
Reference-based metrics
BLEU1 0.189 0.081*
BLEU2 0.229 0.091
ROUGE-L 0.214 0.136
METEOR 0.220 0.090
Embedding Avg. 0.080* 0.095
BERTScore-recall 0.192 0.114
BERTScore-precision 0.269 0.235
BERT w. different negative samples
Random 0.274 0.264
BM25 0.297 0.302
Semi-hard 0.298 0.294
Mask-and-fill 0.302 0.311
Key-sem 0.345 0.349
PNEG (Ours) 0.340 0.348
Human 0.316 0.323

Table 12: Correlation of our method and baselines with
the human score in the dialogue evaluation task. Train-
able metrics are based on BERT architecture. All results
with p-value > 0.001 are marked with *. We repeated
the experiments three times with different random seeds
and report the average performance. The highest and
second highest scores in each metric are highlighted in
bold and underline, respectively.

into binary score. All human scores are normalized 965

from 0 to 1, and total 1487 human scores are used 966

as an evaluation dataset for response evaluation 967

task. 968

Baselines For dialogue evaluation task, a BERT- 969

based selection model is trained with different type 970

of negative response that are described in Sec- 971

tion 5.3 for comparison. Besides, we also include 972

the following reference-based metrics: BLEU (Pa- 973

pineni et al., 2002), ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004), ME- 974

TEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005), Embedding Av- 975

erage (Liu et al., 2016), and BERTScore (Zhang 976

et al., 2020a). These metrics measure the similar- 977

ity between human responses and the generated 978

response to compute the response quality. 979

Results The results of evaluation task are in Ta- 980

ble 12. The reference-based metrics usually show 981

lower performance than BERT-based evaluation 982

models. The Key-sem model shows the highest 983

correlation, and our model shows competitive but 984

slightly lower performance than Key-sem model. 985

Unlike the tendency of previous experiments, the 986

human baseline has a relatively low correlation. For 987

this reason, we suspect that the evaluation set used 988

in this experiment contains more randomness of 989

the synthetic samples by the generative model than 990

the regularity of the human-written samples (Gupta 991

et al., 2021). 992
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Aug. Dataset Test Set Mean
num Random Adv Rand + Adv

PNEG 9259 0.877 0.941 0.909
+ 5000 14259 0.889 0.946 0.917
+ 10000 19259 0.886 0.950 0.918
+ 15000 24259 0.871 0.937 0.904
+ 20000 29259 0.877 0.947 0.912

Table 13: Performance on our method with data
augmentation techniques on additional 5,000, 10,000,
15,000, and 20,000 augmented dataset in the dialogue
response selection task.

G Data Augmentation993

We conduct data augmentation experiments by syn-994

thesizing adversarial negative responses to the ad-995

ditional datasets. For the experiment, we use the di-996

alogue contexts in the original DailyDialog dataset997

that has no duplication with the contexts in Daily-998

Dialog++. The results are shown in Table 13. Data999

augmentation using our method generally leads1000

to improved performance. However, if the train-1001

ing dataset is already large enough, the model can1002

properly generalize it (Wei and Zou, 2019). In1003

our experiments, the performance of the selection1004

model is saturated, if the dataset is augmented by1005

more than 10,000 (about 100%).1006

H Frequent Error Types in GPT-31007

Generation1008

During our experiments, we often observed the1009

weird generation results of GPT-3. The frequent1010

error types in generated results of GPT-3 can be1011

roughly categorized as follows: (1) n-gram or word1012

repetition, (2) containing too many “__” or “_ _”,1013

(3) out of numbering rules. We generate negative1014

responses with GPT-3 for the given context until1015

there is no error response that is aforementioned.1016

Note that false negative is a semantic error type1017

that needs to be evaluated by humans.1018
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